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ParentToolbox: UX Case Study


iOS Native App

PROBLEM

TIMELINE

TOOLS

ROLE

SOLUTION

 Find a Parenting Expert for their needs and schedule a call

ParentToolbox offers parents and caregivers an easy way to:

2. Send in app questions to experts

3. Connect with expert via video conversation 

8 months               Apr. 2021- Dec. 2021 UX Researcher, UX Designer, UI Designer

Solo student project for UX/UI Bootcamp 

Parenting doesn’t come with an instruction 
manual

Speaking directly to Parenting Experts offers 
tools and support parents need 

While there are many resources for parents (online, family, friends etc.) the number of parents 
feeling overwhelmed about how to navigate parenthood is rising. The resources out there are often 
conflicting and parents are left even more confused after trying to navigate though it all. Is there an 
easier way to get questions answered? Is there an easier and faster way to get support?

Experiencing this struggle as a first time mom, I discovered through user reseach that I was not 
alone. I set out to design ParentToolbox, a native app for parents and caregivers to connect with  
Parenting Experts who answer questions on a spectrum of topics and provides reliable content.





Can parenting be easier? 

I conducted the research to find out

“Parenting doesn’t come with an instruction manual or training. I felt 
completely unprepared for the most important role of my life.” 


-Jane (user interview participant)

What is out there?

Market / UX Analysis

Before diving into a solution I spent time understanding the problem from different angles. Do 
parents really need help or experts? Are there similar products available? How popular and user 
friendly are these products?

By taking a look at the App store and Google Play store I started to get an idea of the parenting 
apps currenty on the market. I also spent time reading customer reviews, using the apps and 
conducting a UX analysis to get an understanding of how the apps were solving user problems, 
where they were excelling and where they are lacking.

-Make it easy to locate the ‘right expert’

-Make expert calls integrated into product

-Keep content simple and taylored to user

Takeaway

Uncovering what parents really need and their 
challenges

Research validates that parents have questions

and need reliable resources. Now let’s meet the 
parents.

User Research

Conducting user surveys and user interviews was critical in identifying parent behaviours, 
frustrations and needs. Insights were used to create user personas which helped to guide core 
product features.

“Keeping up with two kiddos 
and a full-time job is a 

challenge. I get 
overwhelmed. I know I need 
help, but I don’t know who 

to turn to sometimes.” 

-Paula

“I google my questions, but 
I’m constantly wondering if I 
can trust what I’m reading. ” 


-Mark

“We welcomed our 
daughter during Covid 

lockdown. We had a lot of 
questions and little 

support.”

-Jake

 Moms and dads have questions about their kids health, wellness and development on a reguar 
basis

 Parents feel frustrated when they can’t speak to a professional about their questions quickly
 Parents feel frustrated and overwhelmed by online information. It is unclear what is reputable. 

User Personas

Based on the above reseach I created user personas to help focus on a target user for the app. Their 
needs and frustracrion were key in choosing the core features later in the process.

Clarifying core needs, then mapping core 
features 

Defining the User Journey

Based on need of identified in user personas  I created the first user journey maps focusing on a 
specific goal and journey that the user would take in order to accomplish the goal. This helped me to 
keep the user journey direct and to see where there are opportunities to add value/ make the 
experience great. 

User Flows

User flows helped to guide very specific user tasks based on user goals. They set the foundation for 
wireframe explorations which came next.

It is tempting to solve many problems by designing many great features. User journey 
maps and user flows helped me identify and focus on a user goal and design a feature 
that would accomplish it.

Takeaway

From wireframes to prototype, exploring 
multiple product solutions 

Wireframing to Prototyping Core Features

With user flows and core features as my guides I used pen and paper to sketch out the first 
wireframes, then Figma to explore mid-to- high fidelity designs. High-fidelity designs were 
connected into a clickable prototype that was used for first round of user testing. Throughout the 
design process the intention was to help the user feel supported rather then overwhelmed by 
options.


Design Progression: Dashboard

4. USER TEST & ITERATE

5. ACCESSIBILITY

6. FINAL PRODUCT

7. WRAP UP

3. DESIGN

2. DEFINE USER NEEDS

 UNDERSTAND/ UX RESEARCH

Parents validate overall solution and give many 
insights on how to improve the details

 

User Testing Prototype

High fidelity prototypes were tested with usuers. These tests revealed participants first 
impressions and the usability of the core features.  Usability was rated with Jacob Nielson’s 
usability scale. Participant reactions were observed and any issues were recorded on a scale of 
0-4 with 4 being a usability catastrophe with highest priority to be fixed.

Prioritizing Improvements 

In order to efficiently analyze user test data, all report findings were organized into affinity maps, 
then into a Rainbow Spreadsheet. This method helped to pinpoint and prioritize the most crucial 
errors. Base on this data I set out to make improvements.



Get the users involved as soon as possible! Users were excited to pinpoint what was 
missing and say what they wanted to see more of.  

Effective data organization methods such as Affinity Mapping and Rainbow 
Spreadsheet save time in the long run, clarify priorities and make data clear for 
everyone. 


Takeaway

Making Improvements 

1

2

3

4

Users noted that it was unnecessary to have app logo on every screen and it was more useful to 
have clear section heading.  error rating 2 

Users found ‘Ask a Question’ helpful, but they did not discover it until much later in the user 
flow. Knowing that this is coming up made users more interested to continue exploring expert 
options. ‘Ask a Question’ was integrated into the subheading. 

Users pointed out that it was unclear how they were going to call or message experts. This was 
changed by adding ‘Call’ and ‘Messages’ main features to the navigation bar. error rating 4

Account and notification were combined to eliminate extra clutter in the space.  Notifications 
are symbolized by an oragnge dot with number of notifications present. 

Preference Testing High Fidelity Screens

Preference testing was conducted in Usability Hub with 45 participants on the Onboarding 
screen options. Test aimed to see if participants prefered real people or illustration image 
and why. Feedback guided the design of current version of the screen and inspired further 
visual direction of the product.

Takeaway



Test, Test, Test early and often in different ways and at different fidelity levels 
to get feedback from users, peers and stakeholders. Positive and negative 
feedback offers insights on how to move the product forward and make it into 
what users want and need. 

Parents like what they see!

Onwards to improving accessibility and 
polishing deliverables

Parents like what they see!

Onwards to improving accessibility and 
polishing deliverables

Accessibility Considerations

After research on accessibility in design I made further improvements to WCAG requirements.

Initially,  ParentToolbox 
displayed placeholders for 
inputs that disappeared 
when users began typing. 
Now the app has both to 
guide where they are in the 
process. 

Placeholders and Labels

User Dashboard Finding the Right Expert Messaging a Question

Iterations and Design  Documentaion 

After multiple rounds of iterations I created Design Documentation to ensure consistency and 
cohesiveness throughout the app. This includes colour palette, UI elements and styles, typography, 
imagery, language and tone of voice and accessibiluty notes. This is a valuable reference for entire 
team and as living document can be edited as product contunues to evolve.

For new and returning users 
dashboard offeres a short 
topics list. This desicion 
reduces information 
overwhelm for users. As users 
explore a topic, there is 
always a connecting link to 
experts which is aligned with 
core need of users. 

Featured articles are in the 
second part of the dashboard 
and offer users free content 
related to their interests.

Users can learn more about 
the experts based on their 
bios and star ratings. Clicking 
on expert cards also leads into 
‘booking an expert call’ and 
‘messaging’ flow. The star 
rating was based on user 
suggestion of a quick visual 
for popularity of expert.

With in app messaging users 
can quickly connect with 
experts and ask a questions. 
This is a way that they can 
begin their relationship and 
see if this expert is right for 
their needs. 

This feature was based on 
users wanting to have an 
imediate connection to 
experts.

Colour and Contrast

New iteration contains dark 
nav bar and lighter salmon 
colour fill for current screen 
location. This combination 
passes the background and 
text colour test with 7.61:1 
ratio ensuring that it is 
readable to users.

New iteration contains 
red border and error 
message symbol in places 
where error is identified. 
This ensures that even if 
a user can’t see the red 
colour they will notice the 
symbol and written 
message below. 

Clear Error Message

A Closer Look at the Solution & Design Decisions

View Figma  prototype 

Outcome & Impact Reflections

This was a student project with time constraints and I did not explore all possible questions. The 
final design is aligned with parent needs, but what about the experts? Parenting Experts are the 
other integral part of the product and I would like to understand their needs and pain points next.



While this project has not shipped and I don’t have real data to show impact, I would like to make 
some reflections on the value that it brings through its design process

 Conducting user research and competitive analysis shows that this type of product is needed by 
parents. Investing time in this research is impactful because the design is based on a real need in 
the market

 Facilitating user engagement through free messaging with experts and free vetted resources  
drives more users to build a relationship with the product. Designing these secondary features is 
an investment in building user trust and engagement

 Design Documentation serves as a foundation for ongoing design iterations and ensures 
consistency in the product. This is valuable in team collaboration and as the product gets bigger 
in scope. 




Thank you for viewing!
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‘Welcome, Jane!’ offers a friendly connection to user

Main display cards focus on core areas of support

Adding value with free expert articles
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Design Progression: Book a Call and Select a Time

Low- Fidelity Mid- Fidelity High- Fidelity Current Version
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Available booking dates stand out on the calendar page 

Available booking times and selected time is clear in 
horizontal selector

https://www.figma.com/proto/GhsWUHu4nCYQsqpgArWFPe/parenttoolbox?node-id=1219%3A17854&scaling=scale-down&page-id=1219%3A17758&starting-point-node-id=1219%3A17854

